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Government funding turnover 754.2 744.5 144.4

295.1. 279.6 242.4

Turnover group companies 36.2 21.1, 19.0

Consolidated market turnover 325.3 29s.9 259.1

479.5 440.4 403.5

Net turnover 1) 409.5 370.6 334.2

Added value 2l 338.7 305.6 267.9

Personnel profit sharing

Result as %o ofmarket turnover 2.3o/o 2.Oo/o 2.60/o

Operating result 3.1 9.1 -0.6

Operating result TNO institutes 2.0 8.4 9.3

Result TNO institutes 1.8 9.0 10.8

Number ofTNO employees (effective average) 4,659 4,518 4,073

Number of employees at group companies (effective average) 338 1.82 740

Result before personnel profit sharing

Net turnover per employee in euros x 1,000 (effective average)

Added value per employee in euros x 1,000 (effective average)

Personnel costs per employee in euros x 1,000 (effective average)

Personnel costs

Operating capital

Cash flow

Capital expenditure

Average term (in months) for work in progress and debtors (TNO Institutes)

Current ratio

Solvency

6.87.87.3

81.9

67.8

59.6

297.8

12.6

209.9

46.7

58.9

1.09

78.9

6s.0

56.2

264.2

27.2

206.9

56.7

75.8

1,.1,7

79.3

62.2

55.1

232.2

52.7

202.7

38.5

53.4

1,.49

4.44.53.8

- Net turnover = turnover -
- Added value = turnover +

direct project costs

other operatiug income - external costs
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Abridged report from the
TNO Board of Management

Introduction

For TNO the year 2000 was something ofa double-edged

sword. Many areas saw a lot of hard work being

undertaken and most objectives as set for the year 2000

in the Agenda for TNO', the strategy for the period

7999-2002, have been achieved. Yet in contrast to this
favourable development, the result of € 7.3 million,
some € 0.5 million less than that of 1999, was

disappointing. A closer look at the composition reveals

that the operating result underperformed, though this
was partly compensated by savings and one-offrevenues.

The result justifles decisions that have already been

made and actions that are already underway to devote

extra attention to the internal operation ofthe company.

In addition, TNO is looking carefully at its portfolio of
activities. Activities that no longer meet the demands of
the market and which are no longer profitable will
be quickly terminated. By contrast, there are areas of
considerable quality and potential within TNO that
have plenty of opportunity to grow more quickly. Society

is fully entitled to expect TNO to carry out its work
competently and efflciently. The ultimate purpose of the

efforts and investments made by TNO is not to
accumulate knowledge per se, but to utilise knowledge

to undertake useful work for society and our clients, as

well as to implement successful innovations. This is also

expressed in TNO's mission statement. It is the extensive

knowledge and experience along with the energies of
colleagues and the organisation that put TNO in a

position to fulfiI this mission now and in the future: to
contribute to the solution of social problems and to the

expansion ofour clients' capacity for innovation.

Strategy

TNO lays out its pians for the future in a strategy, which
is drafted every four years and presented to the Dutch

Cabinet for approval. The present strategy, the Agenda

for TNO' runs from 1 999 until 2002. The end of the year

2000 falls at the halfway point of this period. Progress is

measured annually by analysing TNO's core areas and

corporate actions.

The analysis for 1999 showed that the great majority

ofthe strategic objectives for that year had been achieved.

In 2000, too, the great majority of TNO's strategic

resolutions remained well on course. The detailed report
of the year 2000 is due to appear in May 2001. Meanwhile

preparations are under way for the formulation of a new
strategy that must be ready by the start of 2002.

Finances

The result fell € 0.5 million short of expectations, with
the operational result of most institutes performing

well below expectations. Some institutes even booked a

negative result, though these tended to be those institutes

involved in relocation or reorganisation. Some degree

of compensation was afforded by a number of other

institutes achieving a better result than had been planned,

central costs remaining within budget and savings

and investments resulting ir one-off positive results.

TNO has, however, completely achieved its objectives

for turnover for 2000. This is gratifying, partly because

it is a measure of TNO's impact on society and thus the

effectiveness of TNO's use of available government

funding.

The disappointing total result for the institutes meant

that, in line with agreements, it was unfortunately not
possible to pay a proflt share to staff over the year 2000.

As a result ofthe picture outlined above, extra attention

.:\.
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will be devoted within company operations where

necessary to cost control, increased efflciency and

the discontinuation of unprofitable activities.

Major investments in buildings have clearly reduced

TNO's liquidity, a matter that requires attention, which

will typically take the form of action to make more

effective use ofworking capital and introduce a sober

investment policy for 2001 and successive years.

Following studies into the capital requirements of the

Dutch universities, research into the capital requirements

of TNO was carried out. The outcome was that, as things

now stand, funds are insufflcient to carry through the

current strategy and future plans. Further discussion

about this with the government has already started.

Government funding remained, by and large, stable.

Personnel

For an organisation such as TNO, the most imPortant

success factor is the employees and what they bring

to the organisation: their originality, inspiration and

client contacts. For this reason, TNO devotes increasing

attention to the recruitment, loyalty and development

of its employees.

The total number of employees in 2000 rose from

5130 to 5180. In line with plans, 621 new colleagues

joined us. The number of colleagues leaving was higher

than expected at 587. The attractiveness ofTNO as an

employer has grown, especially as the first employer of

recent graduates. In the authoritative KPMG/Universum

Top 20 for attractive f,rst employers in the Netherlands,

TNO rose during 2000 from 17th to 7th place. Socially

and technically relevant work, as the next step after

a scientific education, clearly appeals to the current

generation ofstarters. In general, TNO has been able

to flll its vacancies, although ICI in keeping with the

general market trend, proved an exception to the rule.
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fr.gure 1- TNO 's turnover
total 2000 € 449 million (TNO exc1. TMB) - in percentages

I market turnover excl. government funding

I governmentfunding

figure 2 - Market turnover
total 2000 € 295 million (TNO excl. TMB) - in percentages

I business

I foreign

I government

figure 3 - Foreign turnover
total 2000 € 74 million (TNO excl. TMB) - in percentages

I EU countries

I Internationalorganisations

I North America

I Asia

I Other European countries

I other countries



The outflow of personnel in 2000 was 1 1 .4%, a little
higher than planned. It appears from internal surveys

that the desired and undesired outflow was well balanced.

TNO is certainly excellent at recruiting; retaining
personnel requires extra attention.

In 2000 two TNO staff were appointed Senior Research

Fellow (SRF). Dr Paulien Bongers for her groundbreaking

work into the causes of and solutions for Repetitive

Strain Injuries (RSI), and DrJoop van Hemmen who
received recognition for his great services to the study of
the influence of chemical substances on the human body.

The TNO Service Recognition Award was bestowed on

three colleagues at the start of2001: Martin Scholten

received it for his scientific and good entrepreneurial
work on ecological risks, Jan Jetten for his work in
extending the position ofTNO in the field ofcarbohydrate
technology and Cerard Dingjan in acknowledgement of
the way in which he has stimulated business thinking
within TNO over a great many years.

Markets

TNO's consolidated market turnover in 2000 rose to
€ 325.3 million (9.970 up on 1999), in line with strategic
objectives. Activities within TNO are divided into 14 core

areas, which enables TNO to strive for a good market

focus and match. In four ofthe core areas - product

development, electronic and physical systems, nutrition
and work - TNO achieved above average growth in 2000.

As well as the core areas, the business centres also

provide important portals to the market via which the

combined expertise ofdifferent institutes can be offered.

They are a necessary complement within the TNO

organisation and foster TNO's market interests. There are

now nine such centres. TNO's increasing market focus is

also apparent from the growing number of institutes
now working with account managers or business

directors, who fulfll a useful linking role between the

TNO organisation and client interests.

The nine business centres:

_ TNO SME

- TNO Soil and Sediment Remediation Research

- TNO Chemistry

- TNO Social Safety

- TNO Multimedia and Telecommunications

- TNO Pharma

- TNO Space

- TNO Trafflc and Transport

- TNO Ageing Research

The activities of the various institutes for the SME

segment have increased, encompassing both development

work for innovative businesses as well as the transfer of
existing knowledge to individual businesses, sectors

and business chains. The successful TNO SME Initiative,
which helps businesses to formulate their strategy, is

being incorporated within the general incentive

regulation by the Ministry of Economic Affairs. It makes

sense to ensure that the essence - good supervision - is
maintained. Since 1997 target funding by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs has taken place via a co-financing

mechanism. Following an introductory period this
regulation has grown to become a great success.

The total volume of co-flnancing in 2000 was

€ 25.5 million. The incentive mechanism has inspired

the business community to initiate many real innovative

developments. The longstanding collaboration between

TNO and major companies such as ASML, Unilever, DSM,

Stork and many others was strengthened in 2000. These

strategic collaborative partnerships can reveal

signiflcant value for the client, as is apparent from the

number ofsuccessful development projects. TNO has set

itself the goal of entering into more collaborative

partnerships that offer the client appreciable added

value, and this flts in extremely well with TNO's

mission. In the Netherlands there are four so-called Top

Institutes in technology. TNO participates in each of
these and subscribes wholeheartedly to the principle

that marked the setting up of these top institutes, namely

a close collaboration between business, universities and

knowledge institutes for the creation and implementation

of a programme for pre-competitive research.

TNO's foreign turnover reached € 74 million.

The number of partnerships with major foreign parties

is increasing. This applies to both companies and

organisations, including the European Space Agency

(ESA). One key resource in stimulating this kind of
collaboration is the EU Framework Programme.

Development in core areas

Figure 4 illustrates trends in TNO'S market turnover and

turnover per core area.

Product development and new production techniques

The rise in turnover in this core area was roughly

17olo compared with 1999. Technologies, electronics,

micro-system technology and rapid prototyping in
particular showed strong growth. The technology position

audit motivated the re-formulation and combining of
the technology portfolio; action on the marketing front
should reinforce activities pertaining to food processing
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Iuformation and communication technology (IcT)

figure 4- Market turnover by core area
(excl. intra-company assignments and government

funding) - millions of euros

I 1998 realisation

I 1999 realisation

I 2ooo realisation

I 2oo2AgendaforTNo

Sustaiuable processes, use of energy and materials

equipment and packaging. The relationship with the

Netherlands Institute for Metals Research (NIMR) top

institute clearly improved.

The strategic collaboration with ASML in the

development of new wafer steppers was intensifled,

with activities extending to include precision cleaning:

the analysis and prevention of surface contamination

by (sub)micron particles and 'airborne' molecular

contamination.

'Value management' is taking offin the market.

This is a technique for analysing corporate product

portfolios and for making recommendations for product

improvement and updating. A link to tools for 'road

mapping' in which, together with product updating,

a business's technology requirements are also assessed,

is at the planning stage.

Product development aud new production techniques
- millions of euros

2000 realisation

Agenda for TNO

There are signs that mass individualisation can count

on attracting great interest. This development is in full
swing in services and software products, but physical

products is the area in which the challenge to deliver

made-to-measure services for an 'off-the-peg' price is

greatest. What is more, it must be ensured that comfort

and client perception are taken in account during the

design process.

TNO began research into preventing'metal dusting',

damage to metal process equipment by process gases at

high temperatures. Participants in this research include

an American network, the University of Technology

Eindhoven (TUe), the University of Technology Magdeburg

and the Karl Winnacker Institut der Dechema in Frankfurt,

Germany. In total, 25 businesses from around the world
are involved in the project.

New materials
The market turnover for new materials feU slightly by
comparison with the previous year. This was partly

caused by the relocation to the new building in
Eindhoven. Foreign turnover showed a clear increase,

despite the difficult collaboration with the Institut fiir
Neue Materialien in Saarbr0cken in the European Centre

for Product Innovation and Coatings (EPC). In 2000 the

setting up of TNO Chemistry lent some weight to the

idea of an integrated TNO-wide impact on the market.

It will certainly have positive effects on turnover.

During the year under review TNO made an intensive

contribution to the further development ofphoto-voltaic

Labour and labour environment

Subsurface and natural resources

IDnovation mauagement

I
Public Safety

New materials

Defence

Nutrition and food

Prevention and health

Transport and logistics

Building and infrastructure
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(PV) solar energy. This research is conducted within the

framework of Novem and Economy Ecology Technology

(EET) projects in close collaboration with partners

including Shell Solar Energy, Akzo Nobel and the Energie

Centrum Nederland (ECN).

Together with a manufacturer of automatic

transmissions, TNO gave impetus to the development

ofa new generation ofproducts. In this work TNO has

made use of test facilities for the measurement of wear-

and-tear by sustained sliding contact between materials.

This facility, which is unique in Europe, is attracting a

great deal offoreign interest.

New materials
- millions of euros

eorlor^r.no"ro,rro

The Marine Materials Laboratory (MML) in Den Helder

collaborated with TNO on responding to the problem of
corrosion on large offshore installations. This damage

research is part of a structural approach to the problem

ofcorrosion on large installations at sea.

The growing number of possibilities for the application

of semi-conducting polymers in plastic electronics

prompted further growth which was supplemented by

bilateral projects in this area, such as that with Philips.

For the Department of Public Works and Water

Managemert, TNO determined the remaining life of
rubber seals in the sluices ofthe dike in Oosterschelde,

part of the Delta Works in the south west of the

Netherlands. This enabled the client to postpone a

large-scale and extremely expensive replacement

operation and implement an improved maintenance

plan instead.

Sustainable processes, use ofenergy and materials
Following considerable growth in 1999 the market

turnover stabilised in 2000. Nevertheless TNO was able

to achieve clear growth in turnover in the programmes

for Novem and the Economy Ecology Technology (EET)

programme. The organisation strives for a stronger role

as a process innovator, for example in the flelds ofprocess

control, safety and the use of water for the animal foods

sector and fine chemistry. Furthermore, a consortium

for the development of technology and instruments for

smaller scale, more flexible and more efhcient production

processes expanded to included more than ten fine

chemicals businesses.

In addition, TNO strives for a role as a system innovator

for all parties involved in, for example, chain concepts,

sustainable industrial locations, sustainable cities and

1010

recycling in the construction industry. One example of
this is a large in situ soil remediation project at DAF,

carried out with Grontmij, NBM-Amstelland and the SKB

(the Foundation for Soil Knowledge Development and

Transfer). TNO's role as system innovator is also expressed

in a project to do with the completion of the construction

materials chain. This involves processors of construction

and demolition waste, cement manufacturer ENCI and

brick foundries. Together with these partners TNO is

developing and implementing processes in which

construction waste caD be used as the raw material

for the production ofcement and bricks.

Sustainable processes, use of euergy and materials
- millions of euros

-'l'r'rlir""o"rorrNo

The winning of the NIDO Sprongprijs award by TNO

signals a nice achievement in the fleld of innovation

in town planning and design. Amongst some 300

suggestions, 'The Values of Water' came out on top as

the best sustainable project. It attributes various valuable

roles to water in the city, for example for recreation, as a

heat buffer, a transport medium and a biomass production

resource. Getting the right combination ofthese roles

makes it possible to provide a very sustainable city
water system. The prize money of € 0.5 million finances

work with parties in the market to prepare the idea for

implementation.

Defence

Market turnover grew by 970. Further developments in the

core area will be heavily influenced by the stabilisation

of target funding and modest growth in additional

financed research. Good progress is being made with
the introduction of programme flnancing.

Defence
- millions of euros

Research associated with the formulation of Defence

policy was an area that demanded extra attention. A

thorough inventory ofthe Ministry ofDefence's research

requirement showed that a considerably greater need

exists than can be covered by existing resources. This

has resulted in pressure on budgets, difficult choices

and changes to research motivated by necessity.

10
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The complexity of the problems within the armed forces

is increasing. Adequate support by analyses, modelling

and simulation are essential to proper functioning. In

any event, modelling and simulation are really taking

off. This has inspired an initiative for TNO-wide activity
in this field.

Education and training is a priority area that deserves

considerable attention over the coming years. Other

areas similarly demand intensive support. For example,

protection against chemical and biological threats,

effective leadership, the introduction ofnew frigates,

armoured vehicles and fighter planes and the optimal

use of information and communication technology.

Information and communication technology
The accumulation of turnover progressed somewhat

disappointingly in 2000; the sharp upward trend ofthe
preceding years could not be maintained. The areas

of telecommunication, embedded systems, safety,

multimedia and human factors did, however, demonstrate

a strong rise in turnover. The disappointing picture as a

whole can be partly explained by the overstretched

employment market, which frustrated the anticipated

growth in personnel.

Information and communication technology (lCT)

- millions of euros

E']L'ror",o"rorrNo

TNO would like to reinforce its role in the f,eld of ICT

use within business and government. Basic funding

from the Board of Management flnanced the start-up

of major new projects in the field of distance learning,

information security and multimedia applications,

thereby lending substance to our aim. The Multimedia

knowledge centre, a collaboration with the University

of Amsterdam, was launched. In time these initiatives

should have a positive effect on market turnover. The

start of the TNO-wide target funding theme 'ICT and

the government'will also exert a favourable influence

on the position of the core area within TNO. It focuses

on the knowledge requirements of the ministries of
Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment, Social

Affairs and Employment and Public Health, Welfare

and Sport.

The start of a TNO branch in Silicon Valley signals a

key initiative. Furthermore, TNO opened a branch in
Enschede focusing on 'networked business' and TNO

became a partner in the Kenniswijk Eindhoven (an

urban digital knowiedge zone). A considerable amount

of TNO programming took place within the Telematics

TNO Atrnual Review 2000

Institute, thanks in part to GigaPort. Points oFspecial

interest were the making of multimedia information

accessible via Internet and security and payments

involved in e-commerce. The transparency surrounding

the demand and supply of knowledge were emphatically

on the agenda of the Ministry of Economic Affairs'

Taskforce ICT in which TNO participated.

Electronic and physical systems

Within this core area continued growth in market

turnover is evident: the objectives for2002 have already

been far exceeded. In particular, TNO did well in the area

ofoptical instrumentation for Earth observation and

space travel, process optimisation and control, electronics

and embedded systems. A couple of major basic financing

projects in this area are important to maintaining growth

in turnover. Specific areas worthy of attention are high

resolution X-ray detection, techniques for measuring

aerosols in the atmosphere and soil classification using

sonar techniques.

Electronic and physical systems
- millions of euros

-,*::',:.Tl:"""'
Strategic collaboration with ASML grew closer in 2000;

TNO signed an agreement with ASML and Carl Zeiss for

research into the new generation oflithography machines.

TNO's contribution will include work on system

engineering and its opto-mechanical design. The

imminent launch of the Aperture Synthesis knowledge

centre, a collaborative partnership with the TU Delft,

is of great importance in safeguarding TNO's position

in Earth observation and space travel. Strong aspects

ofthis area are Earth observation, solar sensors and

radiometric calibration. Our knowledge position in these

areas has formed the basis for participation in projects

such as GOME-2, Sciamachy and OMI. The European

Space Agency (ESA) successfully launched some cluster

satellites that contained'starmappers' developed by TNO.

Nutrition and food

The market turnover in the area ofnutrition and food

is increasing rapidly. The year 2000, with a growth of
10%, almost entirely due to demand from abroad, was

no exception. TNO BIBM in England took shape in the

course ofthe year. TNO played an important role at the

start ofthe European SAFE project which successfully

Ient weight to the expectation that SAFE can provide the

impetus for the establishment of a European

organisation for food safety.

10
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'Nutrigenomics' is the new challenge facing nutrition
scientists. TNO plays a leading role in this fleld, thanks

in part to its coordination of the first nutrigenomics
programme by the European Union. TNO combines

an integrated 'functional genomics' facility for the

production of DNA arrays with a proteomics group and

bio-information activities. This enables TNO to focus on

new functional foods, safety evaluations, biomarkets

and genotyping.

Nutrition and food
- millions of euros

Allergy research, in which TNO collaborates with the

Utrecht Medical Centre, deserves special mention. The

number of allergy cases appears to be on the increase

and TNO's aim is to be able to predict the chance of new,

genetically modifled foods that cause an allergic reaction.

Gathering more knowledge about this fleld is crucial,

whether or not an allergy does occur, as is the

determination of the threshold value for an allergic

reaction and the clinical consequences ofthis. A new,

validated oral animal testing model makes it possible

to predict possible human reactions.

Prevention and health
Market turnover stabilised in the core area ofprevention

and health as a result ofthe transfer ofthe radiation

research to the Interfaculty Reactor Institute ofthe Delft

University of Technology. Collaboration with the

university infrastructure is essential in this core area if
the market is to be exploited. In 2000 this collaboration

was, in any event, further reinforced by agreements

with the Vrije Universiteit (W) in Amsterdam for
collaboration in the area ofcardio-vascular research.

Following preparatory work in 2000, TNO and the W
will set up a knowledge centre for'Healthy Movement'.

Furthermore, structural collaboration with the Leiden

University Medical Centre (LUMC) in the area of
rheumatism and vascular medicine is almost complete.

Prevention and health
- millions of euros

2000 realisation

2002 Agenda for TNO

The private market saw new initiatives in medical

technology and medical information that afford TNO

a stronger position. In the pharmaceuticals market,

TNO Annual Review 2000

some is stabilising, but in sectors such as obstetrics and

prenatal care, market growth exceeded expectations.

Investments in innovative knowledge developments are

already bearing fruit.
From now on, in the market area ofhealth care

management TNO will concentrate on Health Technology

Assessment (HTA) within care and on medical resources.

In addition to existing companies such as TNO

Certiflcation Medical Devices, significant attention was

paid to preparations for new life sciences enterprises

that will enable TNO to commercialise its knowledge and

knowledge products in the most effective way possible.

This also serves to reinforce TNO's strategic position in
those market segments that are already strong.

Labour and labour environment
This core area that focuses on work and working
conditions showed a growth in market turnover of a

good250/0. This was largely thanks to activities in the

area of safety management, reintegration and ergonomic

innovation. Contracts from both Dutch companies and

institutions as well as from the Dutch government and

international organisations contributed to this. The

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment remains an

important client, both in the fleld of reintegration as

well as in relation to the health and safety knowledge

infrastructure.

Labour and labour environment
- millions of euros

2000 realisation

2002 Agenda for TNO

An important contract within the Fifth Framework

Programme of the European Commission is about

optimisation of assembly processes. Participants include

Volvo and Fiat. On this extensive project TNO is working

together with European colleague institutes.

Socially relevant activities in the area ofreintegration

occupy an increasingly important position. Thus TNO

is closely involved in the Expertise Claim Assessment

and is developing knowledge and products in this area

together with the University of Amsterdam. Other fields

showing an increasing turnover are RSI, work pressure

as well as health and safety knowledge infrastructure.

Transport and logistics
Stabilisation in market turnover for transport and logistics

breaks the pattern ofthe strong increase ofprevious

years. The most important explanation for this is the

disappointing international turnover in the automotive

field. Action is being taken to get the growth back on

l0
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track, such as reinforcing the TNO Trafflc and Transport

initiative. The intensif,cation of market initiatives, in

particular, garnered attention, including the area of
intelligent transport systems and transport safety. New

offices in France and Germany are focusing on the sale of

the MADYMO crash simulation software, advanced

engineering services and crash tests.

Transport en logistics
- millions of euros

TNO's collaboration with the research school TMIL, a
collaborative partnership by the TU Delft, the Erasmus

University ofRotterdam and the University ofGroningen

got offto a good start in 2000, while intensive collaboration

also took place with the Connekt knowledge centre. TNO

participated in an initiative by the Ministry of Economic

Affairs to develop the profile of the Dutch automobile

sector. In this way, TNO is striving for far-reaching

collaboration with universities and market parties and

is concentrating on spearhead technologies that are

Iikely to be successful.

The recently developed fleld ofAdvanced Transport

Systems, with its core theme of automatic vehicle

guidance, developed according to plan in terms ofboth
the development of knowledge and its market position.

TNO is involved in virtually all the national initiatives
and is also represented in the international marketplace.

An advanced 'hardware-in-the-loop' test facility for

automatic vehicle guidance systems should boost the

possibilities in time.

For Railforum Nederland, TNO contributed to much

debated research into automatic trains, while also

working on a concept for automatically guided rail buses

for'unprofitable' lines. Research into the technological
possibilities of the 'kilometre toll' system underpins

the parliamentary decision-making process. TNO also

developed a strategic transport plan for the Flemish

authorities and the subject ofa research project for a

large car manufacturer was a lower visual workload

for advanced cruise controls.

Building and infrastructure
While the market turnover for building and infrastructure

remained stable, a slight rise in turnover was detectable

among foreign clients. The Building and Systems

knowledge centre, a collaboration with the Technological

University ofEindhoven (TUe), started up again, taking

advantage of the increasing demand for systems and

system integration in the construction industry.
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Installation techniques are quite well integrated in
modern buildings. Energy saving and the creation

of a safe and healthy indoor climate are special areas

of interest, so intelligent combinations of installation

components are required. TNO capitalises on this

system approach by providing simulation possibilities

for installations, development platforms for operating

software and comprehensive product development.

In the west of the Netherlands a delta metropolis is

rapidly emerging. This means that builders of high-speed

lines and tunnels are confronted time and again with
new knowledge issues relating to the governmental

decision-making process on routes, the way in which

money should be spent and safety issues. The technical

risks involved in building in and on weak ground remain

a key issue. It has prompted TNO, together with four

Delft research institutes, to develop the Delft Cluster

integrated knowledge base.

Building and infrastructure
- millions of euros

-"rl'llr.n*rorrNo

Management and renovation are significant aspects

of construction work. An empirical, practical approach

towards maintenance is no longer sufficient and is

making way for a more technical underpinning involving

status reports and systematic maintenance. This

modern maintenance requires an understanding of what
takes place within materials and that this understanding

be made measurable. This is done by ascertaining the

biological and bacterial damage done to materials,

long-term degradation characteristics in monuments

and the use of sound, radar and magnetic nuclear spin

resonance.

Subsurface and natural resources

The market turnover for this core area, which provides

geoscientiflc information and research, stabilised. The

completion of the merger process within the Netherlands

Institute ofApplied Geosciences TNO - Nationdl Geological

Survey was marked by the two main functions becoming

operational in terms ofplanning, control and finance.

subsurfaces and natural resourcs
- millions of euros
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Just one last step remains: the move to the new head

off,ce in Utrecht, linked to the Faculty ofEarth Sciences

at the University of Utrecht. Building commenced at the

end of 2000 and will be ready midway through 2002.

In the year under review, geoscience knowledge centres

with the Vrije Universiteit and the TU Delft were

formally launched.

A large number of synergetic and complementary

agreements have been f,nalised. They form the basis for

optimising the collaboration with other public knowledge

institutes in the Netherlands.

Colleagues from TNO and a University ofUtrecht
foundation formed a new research group, whose chief

activity is to carry out applied research and give complex

geo-advice about the Paleocene environment. This

speciflc expertise is relevant to both the shallow and

deep subsurface.

Despite problematic f,nancial conditions, projects

have been secured that focus on the institutional
reinforcement of knowledge institutes in developing

countries. As part ofthis, a geoscientiflc project has

been carried out in Paraguay in close collaboration

with a sister institute in Asunci6n.

Innovation management

Innovation management experienced stable market

turnover, at roughly the same level as in 1999. The

focus lay on the further positioning ofTNO in the area

ofinnovating, strategic research into the influence

technology has on society, the government, business

and vice versa. TNO aims to use this project to contribute

to an innovative economy and to a sustainable,

knowledge-intensive society. The core area ofinnovation
management is coupled to the sciences, necessary for the

desired change, regeneration and successful application

ofnew technology.

Innovation matragement
- milhons of euros

2000 realisation

2002 Agenda for TNO

One tangible example of this is an international project

in which the researchers, together with colleagues in
England and at the Telematics Insitutute, are investigating

how e-commerce is influencing the market structure.

As part of their work they are systematically mapping

factors for success and failure. Together with NIVE (the

Netherlands Association for Management), TNO is

applying itself to the question of what form 'leadership'

is likely to take, in the light of economic growth and

sustainable development. For the steering committee
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on Innovation Focused Research Programmes (IOP), and

as preparation for public projects, TNO carried out a
preliminary study for the genomics research programme.

The steering committee took on board the positive

recommendation with its implied budget and the three

proposed research themes. In the meantime the pro-

gramme is underway, with the participation and great

enthusiasm of the business community and

knowledge infrastructure.

Pubiic Safety

The growth of the market turnover in this core area is

in line with the strategic plan. The reporting year was

characterised by the reinforcement ofthe strategic

position with the Ministry of Home Affairs, the police

and the fire brigade. The Ministry and TNO are working

on the structural development ofa research relationship

by, for example, making an inventory of the Ministry's

knowledge requirement and the technology offered by

TNO. TNO is now recognised by the police and flre brigade

as a knowledge supplier, especially in the area of computer

systems for training and in supporting decision-making.

Public safety
- millions of euros

2000 realisation

2002 Agenda for TNO

The flreworks disaster in Enschede has played a prominent

role in the research. Attention was also devoted to other

areas ofattention: camera surveillance, the use ofpepper

spray and teargas, the flow of passengers at Amsterdam's

Schiphol international airport, the transport of documents

and the explosion resistance ofembassies.

Knowledge development

For an organisation like TNO, which focuses on

knowledge development, it is very important that access

to fundamental knowledge development continues. Since

this process primarily takes place in the Netherlands

within the universities, TNO pays a lot of attention to

collaborating with these institutions in partnerships

that tend to run smoothly. New buildings for three TNO

institutes will be appearing on university campuses and

the number of knowledge centres has risen to 24. These

centres are collaborative partnerships in which, as a rule,

each party - the university and TNO - covers halfthe
personnel and flnancial costs. Together they develop new

knowledge that is interesting for both the university

and for TNO.
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The Lorentz-Van Iterson Fund, which funds TNO

professorial chairs, also meets a need felt by both the

universities and TNO. Measures have been taken to

formally guarantee the level ofthese TNO professorial

chairs. Across TNO as a whole, the application ofresources

intended for the development of knowledge are being

more closely focused on genuine knowledge development

and market development through keeping anticipated

results firmly in mind. This applies just as well to market

turnover, patents and publications as it does to concrete

market positions.

A resource that lends this system form is the practice

of internal TNO tender. This stimulates collaborative
partnerships between two or more institutes, with the

aim ofinitiating really innovative projects. Project

assessment is based on quality and tangible results. A

sum of € 4.5 million has been set aside for this procedure

and it is already regarded as a success. Over the coming

years, the amount will rise to € 13.6 million.

The commercialisation of knowledge

An integral part of TNO's mission is to commercialise

knowledge. This involves knowledge that TNO possesses

and develops for the benefit of society and usually implies

the selling of expertise to private parties for commercial

consideration via projects.

If no partner for the commercialisation of knowledge

can be found, and TNO is still convinced ofthe potential

ofthe innovation, TNO can set itselfup as a company or
participate in a company. It is always clear from the outset

that the activity can be abandoned at any time. The

companies under TNO Management B.V. (TMB), TNO

Beheer B.V and the TNO Startersfonds B.V. are thus for

TNO the ultimate form of selling knowledge. TMB is a

channel for TNO to supply the market with technology

that is not only technical, but also commercially proven.

TNO lays great emphasis on the active and commercially

responsible management of its portfolio of companies.

This has motivated a considerable number of changes

in the portfolio during 2000. On balance the number of
companies involved has increased and there was also a

marked rise in consolidated turnover.

TMB, and the limited companies incorporated within
it, does not operate as a venture capitalist. It seeks proflt
and the long-term coverage of Iosses is not appropriate.

The attainment of a certain return within a particular

predetermined period is not the sole criterion by which

a decision is taken on whether activities are started.

The principal objectives are putting the knowledge to
work and the creation of continuity for the application.
In fact, this boils down to the creation of new, high
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quality employment; the new companies have to be

able to eventually pay their way and grow into attractive

candidates for take over by private parties.

It is perfectly normal for any new start-up to have

to deal with losses in its early stages. TNO's plan is

to finance these losses from the sale ofinterests in
companies that have reached maturity. If all goes well,

the invested capital more than pays for itselfeventually.

This ensures an appreciation in value that, in turn,

makes new initiatives possible. The goal is to achieve a

modest positive result while balancing investment, sale

and acquisition. During 2000 this result amounted to

roughly € 0.8 million.
The historical long-term result shows that TMB has

successfully adopted this growth mechanism. In fact,

over the last ten years the return on invested capital

has reached 100/o annually. The goal for the future is to

steadily continue to apply this mechanism for growth

and, ifpossible, to reinforce it.
A key component of the capturing and commercialising

ofknowledge is patenting. The possession ofpatents

increases TNO's power to attract potential clients and

can lead to income from licences. For some years now,

attention has been paid systematically to the localisation

and elaboration of knowledge that is suitable for
patenting. This falls within the responsibilities of
the Patents & Licensing department. The number of
patentable inventions has risen in recent times from 30

to 160 per year.

- internally registered inventions

- total patents (end 2000)

- total patents filed (end 2000)

- total inventions (end 2000)

160

677

1042

404

Quality

TNO has an extensive and properly functioning quality

and audit system. Nearly all TNO institutes have ISO 9001

certification and during 2001 this will be attained for

TNO as a whole. The laboratories and places of work to

which this will apply adhere to Good Laboratory Practices

(GLP) and work according to the Sterlab requirements.

Once every three years an employee satisfaction audit
is held involving all staff. With the same frequency, each

institute conducts a customer satisfaction audit. The

important technology position audit (TPA), in which a

small, high-level International Audit Commission analyses

the knowledge level and the market relevance of a group



ofTNO technologies, appears in practice to be a very

important resource for determining the direction the

organisation should take. TNO is extremely grateful to

the members of the Audit Commissions. In 2000 the

full cycle of TPAs was completed. For each audit, the

recommendations lead to the creation and execution of
improvement strategies. A distinct rise in the level of
technology as compared with the flndings of the previous

audit cycle has been conflrmed. Nearly all technologies

are national leaders in the level they have reached.

Although the number of technologies with which TNO

occupies a 'world position' is increasing, a further rise

remains an important feature in the plans. In recent years

the number of technologies over which TNO's technology

position is divided and in which TNO is active has

been reduced from roughly 400 to 218. This is due to

technologies being combined and to TNo putting a

stop to activities that are no longer attractive.

Ethics

The internal piatform Ethics and Research is drafting a

company code, which will become part of the strategy

for the coming period. The concept will be discussed

within the organisation and after due consideration will
be adopted. The valuable contributions ofthe Medical

Ethics Commission and the Animal Experiments

Commission meant that TNO was able to maintain

guaranteed high standards in its working methods.

Collaboration nationwide

Within the Dutch knowledge infrastructure there exists

a close-knit network of project and programme oriented

collaborations. The knowledge centres with the

universities are a good example of this. TNO also works

frequently with other Dutch knowledge institutes on

projects. These collaborations are sometimes long term,

as they are with the top institutes and in the collaborative

partnerships in public projects. Since the balance sheet

date Holland Metrology (HM), the parent organisation

of NMi, the Netherlands Institute for Metrology and

Technology, has become Iegally incorporated within TNO,

which has held the organisation's economic property

rights since 1 July 2000. HM's results have been

incorporated into TNO's figures since this date. Current

joint initiatives conflrm the conviction that the inclusion

of NMi within TNO will deliver very positive results for

the NMi and for other subdivisions of TNO.

A collaboration with the Maritime Research Institute
Netherlands (MARIN) has been set up. The Ministry for
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Economic Affairs has commissioned an investigation to

determine whether this collaboration will be further

intensified and institutionalised. The combination of
MARIN's hydrodynamic knowledge and the knowledge

of shipbuilding and shipping that exists within various

divisions of TNO can offer mutual clients interesting

solutions.

A growing collaboration is developing with Wageningen

University and Research Centre (WUR). One concrete

expression ofthis is ajoint venture in the fleld ofresearch

into animal foodstuffs. Furthermore, closer collaboration

with other divisions of WUR and TNO can be realised.

In general, TNO looks favourably on initiatives to foster

closer collaboration. TNO is fully supportive of efforts to

avoid the disintegration ofthe knowledge structure and

to thereby reinforce synergies.

International collaboration

Within Europe the realisation is growing that a strong

integration ofthe research activities in the various

European countries is necessary to keep competition from

Japan and the United States in the f,eld ofinnovation at

bay. The report on the European Research Area by the

Eurocommissioner Busquin signals clear progress in this

field. TNO fully supports the vision formulated in this

report, both directly and via the European Association

of Research and Technology Organisations (EARTO).

The European Fifth Framework Programme is a key

facilitator of closer collaboration. The main features

ofthe improvement that have been proposed as part of
the preparations for the forthcoming Sixth Framework

Programme appeal to TNO.

However, other actions and initiatives alongside the

Framework Programme are required to reach the goal. In

various fields TNo is trying to actively contribute. One

example is the SAFE consortium, which INRA (France),

IFR (creat Britain), TNO, WUR and VTT (Finland) want

to see grow into a European centre for food safety.

The European dimension is evident not only within
the knowledge infrastructure. Many of TNO's clients

are international and require support that has an

international character, in terms ofboth geography and

Ievel. Furthermore, it is often important for national

clients that the knowledge supplier has international

contacts and experience. AIl this stimulates TNO to

extend its internationai collaboration. In practice,

this is not simple to achieve this beyond a project and

programme level. This is due to the frequently national

orientation of the European knowledge institutes.

Nevertheless TNO continues to work towards more

far-reaching forms of international collaboration.



Some smaller collaborative partnerships have already

been formed. The nutrition institute TNO BIBM in

England marks a step in a direction with which TNO

thinks that it contributes to a strengthening ofthe

European knowledge infrastructure.

Whatever happens, the subject of internationalisation

will remain a theme of strategic imPortance on the

agenda. Growth by means of far-reaching collaboration

with foreign parties remains the aim, however diff,cult

that appears to be.

Trusted third parties

Across the whole world, and certainly within Europe,

a great and ever increasing need among citizens and

the community exists for reliable, independent

organisations. The collaborative partnership SAFE

is one such organisation.

Recent crises and disasters highlight the need for

action. Citizens need genuine, independent scientiflcally

advanced responses to their questions. This is true for

food safety, dangers ofexplosion and fire and social safety.

The number of candidates who can fulfil the role of
'trusted third party'is limited. Such an independent role

can barely be expected offully private Parties and both

the government and governmental organisations are, as

interested parties in many issues, not the appropriate

players to assume this role. TNo is eminently suited to

this role. TNO's legal position guarantees its impartiality.

In any event, this integrity of organisation and work are

extremely important to TNo.

Future

The general climate and value attributed to knowledge

are currently auspicious worldwide. The economic

situation in Europe still looks reasonable and the readiness

to invest in knowledge development is present. Moreover,

there are still a number of issues in society that require

answers. TNO can contribute to the development of
solutions in the Netherlands and abroad since the

internationalisation of the knowledge market is set

to continue.

This makes the approach adopted by TNO look

favourable. A number of possibilities have recently

become apparent which the organisation can exploit.

This is true for both the market as well as for the

knowledge structure. The realised growth in turnover

already shows signs ofthis. The organisation has already

undergone considerable development, though internal

planning and flnancial resilience appear to have been

Iess strong than in previous years. In any event, it will
come as no surprise that improvement in precisely these

aspects will be firmly taken in hand in 2001. In the

coming year the execution of the current strategy will be

the main spur for the management of the organisation.

The objectives outlined in that strategy will be realised.

Delft, 9 April2001

TNO Board of Management

J.A. Dekker, M.Sc., chairman

F.Th. Gubbi. M.Sc., vice-choirman

Prof. Dr P. Folstar

E.l.L.D.G. Margherita, M.Sc.
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Senior Research Fellows

'The term 'mouse arm' is a little unfortunate because RSI

is not caused just by working with the mouse and is not
confined to arm complaints. A recent random survey

revealed that one in five employees also had lasting or

regular work-related neck, shoulder or arm complaints.

But data on the cause and scope ofRSI have been just as

Iimited to date as the term'mouse arm'. Analysis has

shown that despite much effort having been made in
respect ofprevention and adjustment, there has been a

conspicuous absence ofscientific evidence. How do you

weigh up the various risk factors and what levels of risk
are important? These issues have not yet been specifled.

'In a large-scale, flve-year long research project for the

ministries of,Social Affairs and Employment and Heaith,

Welfare and Sport as weil as the National Institute of
Social Insurance, we are now identifying the

relationship between posture and movement at work
and the effects on the back, neck, shoulder and arm. It is

T,
t.
ri.
ir

a project we are undertaking together with Amsterdam's

Vrije Universiteit.
'Our approach is based on bringing to light everything

that has so far been underexposed by flrst measuring

the risks in the actual working situation belore

examining the effects. A lot of research investigates

both aspects at the same time, which can confuse cause

and effect. We have also determined the risk factors

outside work for the 1800 employees that we have been

studying.

'In addition, we have taken account of other factors

that may be influential at work, like pressure of work

and the organisation oftasks. In respect ofneck

complaints, it is ciear that pressure of work is as much a

factor as working for long periods with a bent neck or in
a seated posture. The neck muscles make no distinction

between the strain of poor posture or work tension.'
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'Exposure research is as crucial a component ofrisk

assessment as toxicology. It's not merely a question of
whether a substance is toxic, but whether it is present in

someone's vicinity and the extent to which that person

comes into contact with it. This is what enables you to

make a real risk assessment. This connection has

prompted close collaboration with the Toxicology Risk

Assessment department.

'We carry out industrial toxicology research for the

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment and for the

chemical industry. What happens to employees that are

exposed to industrial chemicals, pesticides or biocides

at work? To answer this question is largely a matter of
developing and applying methods for dosage response

relationships and of risk assessment and management.

The government obviously has its duty to ensure that
the health risk to employees is kept as low as possible.

The art is to bring that exposure down to its lowest

possible level in a scientiflcally responsible way given

the economic possibilities and restrictions.
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'lf we actually determine a risk as being too high,

there are three responses we can make. Look for an

alternative substance, take measures to reduce the

exposure or even prohibit an activity in which a

particular substance is used. This Iast option, especially

for substances that have been used for a long time, is

not very practicable. The normal response is to protect

employees or improve the process. But there are

substances that have been used and accepted for

decades that do appear on the'prohibited'1ist because

we have come to understand the real risks.

According to the Ministry, we lead Europe in this

kind of knowledge by a long way. We are currently

responsible for coordinating European research that

invoives flfteen institutes from ten countries into skin

exposure to industrial chemicals and the associated risk

assessment. We are also coordinating a recently initiated

research programme for biocides.It is one of our aims to

work towards an effective and transparent assessment

system for Europe.'







With its stable atmosphere and cloudless horizon, the summit of Cerro Paranal in Chile affords a clear

view ofspace. Not surprising, therefore, that the European Southern Observatory (ESO) should

position here the four telescopes ofthe Very Large Telescope Array (VLT),

each of whlch has a mirror of 8.2 metres in drameter. By combining the

light ofthese and eight smaller telescopes, this is the largest optical

telescope in the world. In fact, its optical resolution competes well

with, for instance, a telescope with a diameter of 200 metres.

However, to make a single image from four telescopes is a very complex

business. To obtain a coherent image, the route the light takes through

the four telescopes to the coordination detector has to be the same, to a

limit of ten nanometres. That is why the light has to be 'diverted'via

eight optical delay lines that ensure that the light from a star covers

exactly the same distance and therefore arrives at exactly the same

moment on the coordinatlon detector. A delay Iine comprises an

extremely accurate retroflector on a trolley that moves on slxty metres

ofrails in a tunnel. Fokker Space and TNO are jointly responsible for the design and construction of
this 'railway'. The first three rails and mirrors are already functioning, indeed exceeding expectations.

Early in 2001 the first astronomical application ofinterferometry has enabled ESO to take pictures that
can even show the movements ofan astronaut on the moon.
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Human beings have around 30,000 genes composed of billions of DNA letters. They determine in part
how we look and how we function. Thanks to genome identification, researchers are now starting to

understand how cellular processes work. And before long old age and illness will relinquish their
secrets too - assuming that researchers get a handle on the enormous quantity of data being
generated by the new DNA chip technology. In April 2000 TNO advised the Minister of Economic

Affairs to boost genomics research through an innovation-geared

research programme. Over the next eight years some fourteen to

eighteen million euros will need to be devoted to a number oF

spearheads ofthe research. But before the money is spent, we first need

to know what is already happening in the field. Where is the need for

knowledge greatest? Should we in the Netherlands reinforce our
strengths or strengthen our weaknesses?

In response to these well-founded investment questions, TNO suggested

answers. Following discussions with representatives from industry and

the research world, three very promising genomics themes emerged:

old-age illnesses, food functionality and metabolic processes.

The Ministry heeded the advice and in October the programme got up

and running. TNO is acting not only in an advisory capacity but also

contributing intrinsically, for instance in the field of toxicogenomics,

which relates changes in gene expression to toxicity. TNO is also investigating new treatment
possibilities for heart and vascular diseases, searching for candidate genes for methods oftreatment,
and testing these candidates and potential functional variations in terms oftheir relevance in
epidemiological and clinical studies.
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After the flreworks disaster in Enschede, the Netherlands was faced with the question

ofhow such a thing could happen. The Netherlands Forensic Institute and the Public

Prosecutions Department therefore employed the services ofthe explosives experts at

TNO. To support the criminal investigation, the cause and course of the events as well

as an explanation for the exceptionally severe effects ofthe explosions had to be

scientifl ca1ly substantiated.

Immediately after the disaster, the experts analysed the visible effects of the damage

in the district. Craters marked the exact locations of explosions. Damage to the

undersides ofsteel and concrete, as shown by fractures and cracks, revealed the

violence and location ofthe first and second explosions. Damage to the surroundings displayed

varlous contours ranging from the extremely serious damage to houses and factories near the

explosions to window breakage in the outermost edge of the disaster area. Together with 1ocal

damage, these contours provide information about the force and type ofexplosion involved. Aithough

technlcal reasons have prevented the exact cause ofthe disaster from being determined, the experts

have been able to reconstruct the sequence ofevents. Where it originated, how it expanded and where

the most violent explosion took place could be reliably determined by a process of eiimination.
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The vision ofa robot that tal(es over dangerous, ireavv or lronotonolrs rvork liom people

is an old one. But progress in sensor technology, signal processirrg, rnfbr-matron and

communication technology, simulation and other discrplines has made it nore real than

ever before. TNO's RoboJeep is a shining example.

Built-in equipment such as sensors. stl'reo-cameras,.i laser scanner and a GPS system have

made the vehicle autonomous, able to carrv orlt rlrssiorrs rn lough territorv on the basis of'

its own inteiiigence and ability to calclLiate. Ar-i irnportant svstem for the Jeep rs the Smart

Teleoperation Workstation aclaptecl fi'om INO's Moonrover. It uses simr,rlation technology to detc.rmrne

for itseilthe correct route throlrgh any lype oflerrain. On lhe basrs of tht inlblmation rt recerves, it

can control the actuators fbr the gearbox. the steering,,r,heel and tl-re acceler.rtor ancL brake pedals.

The possibilitles that fr,rrther clevelopirents to the vehicle,,vill open Lrp are coLrntless detectrng and

clearing mines, cllrring military and police actions in urban areas, or undr.rtakin{ rtconnarssance

missiorrs arid rescrLe operations. The challenge lies in extending thc tvpes oi tcrrarn in rvhicir RoboJeep

ciln operate. The knorvledge gained during this process is of g|eat r,alut, fbr othe r urmriirrrecl

applications on land, at sea and in the air.



To what extent is the Netherlands achieving its intended reductions in regard to emissions? This is

a question that is especially germane to greenhouse gases. The annual Emission and Waste Report

submitted to the Superintendent of Public Health for Environmental Protection provides the answer.

This answer is based on information stored in the central database of the Pollutant Emission Register

at the National Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM). It
contains the emission figures for a hundred'key' substances and is

based on estimates of emissions from agriculture, industry, trafflc and

transport, and many other sectors. Because the data entered into this

database form the guideline for policy, it is very crucial for this data to

be as scientifically substantiated as possible. However, given the broad

scope of the issue and the many parties involved, the submitted data

may be susceptible to margins of error.

Based on its long-term relationship with this client, TNO is guiding the

reporting process - a process whereby continuous improvement in the

accuracy ofthis detailed information is a key consideration. One

recommendation provided by TNO, for example, was to base the system

on modern ICT and to check the submitted data by means of expert

modules. Reporting parties should also be given the opportunity to communicate interactively over

the Internet. This can promote an exchange of information that will provide policy with an

increasingly stronger foundation.
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In our densely populated country, the pressure on space is enormous,

and the call to make use of the subsurface for all manner of things is

increasing. Not only for gas and geothermal storage but also for CO,

storage in the deep subsurface. It is an option that would reduce

undesirable emissions into the air we breathe.

TNO's expertise in this field is second to none, having been involved in
monitoring one of the world's first large-scale carbon dioxide storage

projects in an aquifer in the Norwegian Sleipner gas fleld. The main tasks

of the TNO experts were to interpret seismic data as well as model and

predict the position and concentration of CO2. The outcome was a'visible'
image of the injected carbon dioxide, which facilitates the monitoring of
the injection ofcarbon dioxide and any migration that may occur through

the subsurface. Being able to precisely visualise the deep subsurface is an

indispensable tool in weighing up the possibiiities of utilising the deep subsurface, iike carbon dioxide

storage beneath the Netherlands. The new three-dimensionai digital atlas, which is equipped to do

this, is avaiiable from mid 2000 on the TNO website. It will allow researchers and other users to see a

spatiai image ofthe geoiogical structures beneath the Netherlands. A user can select which part ofthe
Dutch subsurface he or she wishes to see and on what scale the image is represented.
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The healthcare sector is searching for ways to offer care as efficiently as possible. It
is commonly felt that there is more cooperation and coordination necessary among

general practltioners, the hospital and, for example, the nursing home. This is the

objective of more than five hundred projects and programmes related to transmural

care in the Netherlands. Even so, after ten years of implementing them, scarcely

anything was known about their effectlveness. But when ZorgOnderzoek (Health

Research) Nederland charged TNO wlth finding out, the situation changed.

TNO's investigation was focused on three commonly occurring disorders: diabetes

mellitus, total hip replacement and cerebrovascular disorders (CVD). The unexpected

conclusion was that transmural care was not necessarily better than traditional care. Among the

diabetes patients receiving transmural care, a higher percentage was better regulated. Among the

CVD patients, there was no dilference in the duration ofnursing care required. And the group having

received new hips was actually worse olf after six months in the transmural situation. Too much care

had actually led to poorer functioning. These research findings are now being used to modify this

combination of less effective but more expensive care. The use of,human effort and resources spent

on follow-up care focuses more explicitly on getting patients to function independently as soon as

possible. The researchers are supporting this policy, and their expertise makes them ideal advisors.
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How did the twelve years of spatial planning policy affect the Netherlands' competitive

strength? How have cities and rural areas developed? This was the question submitted

to TNO by the Parliamentary Task Force for the Fifth Policy Document on Spatial Planning.

What is now clear is that the lean years during which the policy emerged had had an

excessive impact. The economic dynamism that lollowed completely absorbed this

spatial planning policy. A good example of this was the dire need for spatial concepts

applicable to transport hubs and main ports. Although cities benefited from this

economic improvement and from the policy, certarn areas that were actually unable to

support additional development were developed anyway. The document's restrictive policy - the

preservation ofa sharp dividing line between urban and rural areas - failed. Residential areas

developed according to this policy failed to lead to less mobility. In rural areas, the plans for

reinforcing nature, agriculture and recreation had probably been too weak. The recommendations

submitted by the Parliamentary Task Force followed this TNO analysis. The new spatial planning

policy will have to focus more on development. This will require an implementation strategy including

national investment and effective project procedures. The resources for implementing this policy, as

well as employing an independent spatial planning agency, are sorely needed. Moreover, spatial

planning needs to play a pivotal role in nationai projects.
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'Logistics' is a military invention. Neveltheless, TNO's assrgnment from the

Royal Netheriands Army was to compare its logistics with that of those

superstars of civil logistics lil<e courier conpanies and supermarkets.

The suspicion r,t'as that the Alnry's logistics system was not performing as

weil as it should in order to handle such current military tasks as peace

mrssions. Might the Army's logistics be more effective and more flexible?

TNo confirmed these suspicior-rs and aiso came up witl-r a proposal to

redesrgn the system.

The basic principle involved combining the separate flows for rations, spare

parts ar-rd medical goods rnto a single distribution channel. A secorrd major

change is located at the end of the drstribr-rtion chair-r: units uo longer need to

pick thetr things up but order thern as clients and have them delivered. This recluires an order-oriented

system with a reliable communrcatron structure and quick informatron processing. After all, urlits that

move to another location still have to have their goods delivered to the right place! As far as the

materral is concerned, the introduction of a multilunctional Ioading system is n-rakir-ig a considerable

improvement in flexibility, allowing trucks to transport various loads that. like containers. are

transl-ripped as entire ur-rits. The logistics management follor,vs the nerv strategv: cential management

con-rbined with decentralised control. The organisational structule is changing as vreLl, rvith the Army

creatrng rts own logistics service provider.
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The Internet plays an important part in the medical world. Patients exchange information and

experiences over the net, and physicians and researchers use the web for therr research purposes, for

consulting with colleagues and for maintaining patient contacts. Almost every health care organisation

has its own website. But is all this information accurate and leliable? Are organisations dealing

discreetly with confidential inlormation? For a sensitive subject such

as health, it would be desirable to have an olficial assessment and

monitoring of the quality of these sites. Now, organisations that want

to ensure the quality oftheir medical Internet sites and services can use

the QMIC' Portal System developed by TNO. This 'Quality for Medlcal

Inlormation & Communication'label on a site means that the

organisation behind the website has met all the criteria applying to

the quality and confldentiality ofthe content on the site. The label

guarantees that an independent agency within the organisation

- a 'notified body'- assesses every webpage.

TNO has years of experience in quality management systems and in

monitoring and guaranteeing this process ofself-certification as an

external consultant. The QMIC system is capable not only of

monitoring the quality of medical information but can also guarantee

the reliability of communication and transaction services such as the

Electronic Patient File and e-commerce applications that include the

ordering of medicines and medical appliances. The QMIC logo offers security to consumers, patients

and medical professionals alike.
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The Internet's expanding ceaselessly.... so how are you as a user

supposed to quickly find the products and services that are tuned to

your individual tastes and requirements? By using a 'trading software

agent', or a trade agent for short! This agent is, in fact, a software module

that can independently observe his Internet environment, respond to it
and use his intelligence to learn lrom what he experiences along the way.

So a user that has such an agent at his disposal does not have to drop in

on various sites. He just has to instruct the agent to do that. Indeed, the

agent does more than just search and select, he can even negotiate prices.

This will soon be the reality if the Centre for Mathematics and

Informatics (CWI) and TNO have their way. Both institutes are

undertaking a development programme for the Telematics Institute for

whom the ING banking group and KPN Research have commissioned research into the development of
applications. For KPN Research this is an electronic shopping centre in which the shopping centre

itself, the shops and the customers each have agents to foster the interests ofthe respective party - in
terms of prices, conditions and information exchange. ING is more concerned with the role of financial

information broker whereby the user pays according to the current value of the information. TNO is

also looking into the possibility to standardise the information and make it secure.



In 1995 the Netheriands Ministry of Defence bought American Chinook

heiicopters. However, the level ofnoise inside these helicopters proved

detrimental to the crew's working conditions and had a tangible

negative effect on the audibility of intercom communication between

crew members. Thorough tests revealed that the protection chosen to

deal with the noise was insufficient for this particular type of sound.

Would it be possible to achieve a reduction in the level of noise on the

ear and be able to communicate clearly at the same time?

TNO researchers set to work. It quickiy appeared that a different

helmet, however good, would not offer sufficient comfort, though extra

earplugs temporarily offer a perfect solution. But this option does mean

that the intercom volume must be significantly turned up. So wouldn't

it be great to have earplugs with built-in headphones for the intercom? In itself, this appeared to be an

attractive solution, its only disadvantage being the need for inconvenient wires between helmet and

earplugs. And so, TNO devised a wireless solution that conforms to the exceptionally stringent

military requirements for radio signals. This 'wireless communications earplug'works without

batteries. It uses energy from the transmitting equipment - without requiring a stronger transmitter.

Advanced plans for series production are on the table, and crews wili soon be able to talk comfortably.
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Car seats and airbags may have already saved many lives but that fact doesn't stop the

forty or so engineers at TRW Occupant Safety Systems using MADYMO in their efforts

to improve these safety systems yet further. TNO is not just a supPlier of software

licences; a number oITNO stafl are engaged full-time, working with the People at TRW

also advising on how to use MADYMO in the development of new airbags'

TRW is one of the large worldwide suppliers of car components. Its engineers use

MADYMO to simulate the effects of frontal collisions, side impact and car tilting. Apart

from having a comprehensively validated dummy, the model contains very accurately

calculated components: a car seat, seat beits, instrument panel, dashboard and a steering column with

alrbag. The engineers are able to adjust the geometry ofthis to suit the car design, the occupants and

the salety measures. In consecutive tests they modify the parameters until an optimum solution

emerges. It is precisely the possibility to complete test runs at speed that is a strong feature of

MADYMO. How, how fast and using how much air does an airbag have to unfold in order to provide the

greatest possible protection? By using numerical simulation programs TRW can reduce the number of

physical tests over a three-year period by forty percent, a saving ofmillions ofdollars. Even more

importantly, however, this fast very focused development of new safety systems makes the road just

that little bit safer.
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Too much \\rorl(, too Little trrne - and not having anv control over the

situatlon: that's lhe cause ol wori( pressure. Vague arrangements.

insufticient collaboration, bacl planr-iing ancL poor use ol resoLrrces

all contribute. Wrth the shor:test ;rnd r-nost intensrVr- \."'61k111g 1,,reel(.

pressLrre of lvorli is no sli-an51cr Lo thr' NethL'rlands. lNO doe-s a lol

of Iesearcir rnto this subject and ca;:Lies Out inlprovL'menl tasli,s.

These aspects are conrbrncd rn a p|o.ject at tl'Le N'la|tini Hospital jn

Glonirigen. 1'he hospital had a high rate of statT absence through sLclincss

and aclinowledged the likcirhood olrvorli pressurL'contrrbuturg to this.
'l'NO assessecl the tasks cornpr-rsuru the n,orli o1 tire de1;arlnLents tn

the Centre tbr InternalNtledicine.lvleasured again-st the TNO rel'ererlce

database of the Dutcl'r populatron, colLId r,",orit pressure br consrdcred

an rssue at the hospital ? h-rdeed, the r,r,orli pressLlle nithr|L some

departrnents drd appear high. To tackle this problem, resr.archers. hospital rlanasL.urent and the

departments irLr,oLved undertook.r coursL. of actron. At three meetings lhe partre-s delved rnto the

r,rnderlving causes of the ploblen-rs. \iVhat den-iands are placed on emplovees'l Are thev unreasonable?

What are the solutions? Bv tackling lhese questions, an organrsation iearns to nanage the pressure

of rvor'Ii itseli. TNO transierred the methodology to HR advisers urho n,ould n-ianage the introduction

of measures. Levels of enthusiasm rvithin the Martir-ri Hospital are high; after the Centre for Internal

N'ledicine, rhe Centre fbr t.r-eurosr.rrgerv/Orthopedics went to work Other centres rvilL lollo',,r,.





Plastering traditional door and window frames into a faqade is skilled work. During the construction

phase the frame ls first placed and painted with undercoat. The glass is inserted later, often under

poor working conditions. During construction frames are often

damaged. The placement of ready-made elements, which goes by the

Dutch acronym KAPLA, offers a wonderful alternative. This is certainly

the conciusion of six projects in which TNO has collaborated with major

players in the construction sector.

Simple temporary frames are positioned in the new construction. The

permanent frames are painted and fitted with glass under comfortable

working conditions at the joiner's. The ready-to-use frames arrive at

the construction site to be fittedjust before completion, so they have no

time to get damaged. As KAPLA frames include details in their fitting that

prevent contact between wood and stone, softwood frames are given a

much longer life span. This makes the use of hardwood unnecessary.

Pre-delivery placement offers an unexpected advantage; it makes it
possible to build in demand-driven ventilation (KAPLA-VENT). Usually

the electronics this requires would not survive the construction phase. Sensors in the ventilator
grating are linked to a computer in the meter cupboard, which adjusts the ventilation automatically.

The KAPLA principle has been raised to the status ofa demonstration project for Industrial, Flexible

and Deconstructable (lFD) building and for demand-driven ventilation.
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37-12.2000 3 1-1 2-1 999

Fixed assets

Intangible f,xed assets

Tangible fixed assets

Financial fixed assets

Current assets

Stocks and work in progress

Accounts receivable

Securities

Cash

243,126

Financed as follows:

Equity:

- General reserves

- Appropriated reserves



Turnover

Other operating income

Operating income

Personnel costs 
-)

Direct project costs

Other operating costs

Depreciation intangible f,xed assets

Depreciation tangible fixed assets

Contributions issued

Operating costs

Appropriation of result:

Result

Addition to:

- appropriated reserves for operating risk

- appropriated reserves for knowledge investments

Result after movements in appropriated reserves

Additions to general reserves

-) - including personnel profit sharing (2000: nil; 1999: € 1,914)
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- 264,787

- 59,800

- 92,649

-51

- 32,314

- 535

440,397

28,207

468,604

-459,s36- 492,576

-744

7,463

- 4,764

7,228

- 7,437

305

10

5,E43

-2,237

- 2,269

1,337

- 7,337

Income from financial fixed assets

Income from securities

Interest received

Interest paid

47
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